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It has been an exciting year.  
 

Collegial ministry has given me space to breathe. Jordan is an enthusiastic and 

capable colleague. He has taken initiatives that, if they endure, will have a lasting 

impact. I am grateful. I pray that Knox finds ways for added ministry to continue. 

Knox needs it. Previously, it was frustrating to see what needed to be done but not 

have time to do it.  

It is easy to become internally focused. Participation in community events, funerals 

and weddings that used to turn ministry outward are now relatively rare. Attending 

to the Bible and Biblical studies, keeping up to date with theological developments, 

reflecting on the wider community, learning from congregational studies, praying, 

listening to people’s life-stories, communicating in various ways, crafting worship, 

supporting leaders and colleagues, nourishing community and building connections 

beyond the congregation are life-giving.  

My study leave put me in touch with a movement I had not fully appreciated. I spent 

time reflecting on what it meant to be a congregation in Aotearoa. There are gifts 

peculiar to our land and history. God’s Spirit is encountered in unpacking more of 

those gifts, even if attending to our colonial past is confronting. We hold to truth as a 

path to freedom.  

I am grateful for our team of employees, a stable and joyful presence through the 

ups and downs of a pandemic. I value the leadership of the Church Council and the 

practical focus of the Deacons’ Court. I am grateful for Peg Pfab’s pastoral leadership. 

I relish our diversity and delight in the exuberance of our life together. 

I pay tribute to Alison Tait who is concluding her term as Clerk of the Knox Church 

Council. Alison is an excellent administrator. She has worked long and hard at helping 

Council function. We have put extra effort into communication, the burden of which 

has fallen on Alison. For example, after our monthly Wednesday meetings, Alison 

continues into the night, drafting Highlights from our meeting. The following day 

more is done and often a report to the Deacons’ Court is completed. All is aimed at 

enabling news to be shared by Friday, for the upbuilding of the congregation. For six 

years, Alison has met with me nearly every week and most days we speak with each 

other. It has been an extraordinary support for me. Thank you, Alison. 

The One who is over all, through all and in all, continues to bless and sustain. With 

that One, there is life. Without that One, we work in vain. God, keep us faithful. 

 

Kerry Enright, Minister alongside the Associate Minister 

  

Foreword 
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These words are written in the middle of Level 4 lockdown. The diary has been 

largely cleared, affording a rare opportunity for reflection and contemplation. I am 

able to lift my eyes above the mire, so to speak, looking toward the horizon — the 

year that’s been and the year that is to come. We are reminded that Jesus once 

mixed the mud and the mire with his spit to restore a man’s vision. Perhaps it is not 

too much of a divergence from the text to suggest that the vision that Christ gives us 

is shaped by, grounded in, the earthy, messy, muddy reality of the everyday life we 

inhabit. There is no Knox Church other than the organic and dynamic mix of unique 

people that choose to gather in community week by week. Ever changing, ever 

breathing, ever responsive to the breathing of the Spirit in the earthiness of our lives.  

Reports and AGMs are a way of reflecting together on the year that has been. It is a 

means of ensuring our collective Spirit-led vision is grounded in the particular stories 

of the particular people that make up our community. And so with thanksgiving, and 

as we cast our vision to the future, let us recall some of the memorable moments of 

our life together this past year. In that spirit, allow me to thank Knox Church and 

especially the Council for generously enabling and supporting my ministry at Knox. 

I’m not just talking about financial support, though that has been substantial. All the 

words of encouragement, prayers, and constructive feedback have been much 

appreciated. I feel immensely supported and cared for. 

I greatly value collegial ministry. It is a gift that enables a spaciousness to work 

creatively and to think innovatively. Kerry is a wonderful colleague and I rely on his 

wisdom regularly. Alongside Kerry, we are fortunate to have other very capable staff 

at Knox that support the life, worship, and ministry of our community. Along with 

Kerry above, I would also like to add my special thanks to Peg Pfab for her work 

strengthening our pastoral network and her help keeping things afloat during Kerry’s 

study leave. I am also very thankful to Alison Tait for her time as Clerk of Council. Her 

diligence and skills in the role and, more importantly, her encouragement and 

support will be greatly missed. 

As I near the half-way mark of my three year call to Knox, I look forward to seeing 

what the remaining time holds. Three years is not long. I am increasingly realistic 

about what can and can’t be achieved in the time. But I am also holding the burden 

of needing to achieve a lot more lightly. What better use of time is there than simply 

getting our hands dirty together; learning to live, worship, and serve together in 

community; learning to get on with one another and accommodate our differences 

and idiosyncrasies? For it is this everyday stuff, the mundane, that Jesus uses to open 

the eyes of the blind man. Maybe in learning to live together — in getting our hands 

dirty together — Jesus will open our eyes to where it is we are going. 

Ngā mihi nui, 

Jordan Redding, Associate Minister  
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Knox Church Dunedin 

a congregation of the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa New 

Zealand  

Knox Plan 2021-2023  

 

Vision 

We are captivated by the biblical vision of 

 the realm of God, made known in Jesus, given in grace. 

 

Mission  

We believe we are called: 

 to be a community following Jesus, alive to God’s Spirit, living into God’s  

 coming realm. 

 

Values 

Values informing our life together: 

• Unity in Christ  

• Justice for all creation  

• Worship of God  

• Love and hospitality  

• Diversity and inclusiveness  

 

Signposts 

Signposts giving direction to our life together:  

1. Intentional faith development 

We want to grow in discipleship through all stages of life. We will provide opportunities 

for learning in addition to weekly worship. We will deepen relationships across the full 

breadth of Knox Church. 

Why: Speaking the truth in love, we must grow up in every way into Christ who is the 

head. From Christ, the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting 

ligament, grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work. Ephesians 4:16 

How:  

• We will grow participation in small groups as a 

way to help us connect to one another, share 

our faith and explore questions in a safe 

inquiring environment. 

• We will help people pray. 

• We will help people read the Bible. 

• We will continue to encourage young people, 

strengthen our young adults group, grow adult 

education, and facilitate cross-generational 

learning. 

A small group is a regular 

gathering of people who 

study the Bible, explore 

themes, and encourage, 

pray for, serve with and 

support each other. Small 

groups may be organized by 

gender, by age, by 

geography, by life stage or 

any combination of factors. 
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• We will continue to encourage young people, strengthen our young adults group, 

grow adult education, and facilitate cross-generational learning. 

• We will find ways of engaging with each other beyond gathered worship that take 

account of people’s life patterns. 

• We will refresh our pastoral care system. 

2. Radical hospitality: 

We want to invite, welcome, receive and support people who are strangers to us, and 

keep discovering with them the richness of life in a loving Christ. We will go the second 

mile to include people and be changed by our interaction with them. Knox will 

increasingly reflect the cultural and demographic make-up of our neighbourhood. 

Why: Do not neglect to show hospitality to strangers, for thereby some have entertained 

angels unaware. Hebrews 13:2 

Show hospitality to one another without grumbling. 1 Peter 4:9 

How:  

• Our communication with the wider community will signal openness and interest in 

what is happening around us. 

• We will continue to develop close relationships with churches worshipping in Knox 

buildings. 

• We will deepen our cross-cultural experience, enabling the diversity of culture of 

people at Knox to be reflected throughout our life. 

• We will continue to work with neighbouring churches in connecting with tangata 

whenua. 

3. Authentic worship 

We will gather to encounter God in Christ. We believe that in worship God transforms, 

enlivens, heals wounds, renews hope, shapes decisions, provokes change, inspires 

compassion and enlists people for God’s realm. In worship we will offer our most 

authentic selves, strongest feelings, most intelligent thoughts and deepest longings. We 

will worship with passion in response to God’s grace. 

Why: Shout for joy to the Lord, all the earth. Worship the Lord with gladness; come 

before God with joyful songs. Psalm 100  

Be filled with the Spirit as you sing psalms and hymns and spiritual songs among 

yourselves … giving thanks to God at all times. Ephesians 5:19  

How:  

• We will continue the basic format of morning services and in having worship that is 

accessible, multi-generational, creative and participatory. 

• We will continue to value and enhance the contribution of classical music. 

• We will develop other styles of music and continue to develop diverse musical 

leadership. 

• We will enrich worship with music and the arts. 

• We will grow a new evening congregation. 
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4. Risk-taking mission and service 

We will strengthen and develop partnerships and projects that make a positive 

difference in the lives of others, whether or not people choose to be part of Knox. We 

will offer ourselves in purposeful service to others in need and to God, so God can 

transform the world.  

Why: What does the Lord require of you but to do justice and to love kindness and to 

walk humbly with your God. Micah 6:8 

We encounter Christ in the wider community. Our purpose as a church is to participate 

in what Christ is doing there. Christ identifies especially with people who are poor and 

marginalised and builds a society in which everyone is valued. This involves challenging 

the power and way of the Empire and countering what is destructive of creation. 

How 

• We will continue to support and partner organisations which enable us to live out 

our faith and act for the common good, organisations such as Presbyterian Support, 

A Rocha, 350, Otago and Christian World Service. 

• We will continue to work for climate and economic justice. 

• We will continue to support Alcoholics Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, 

Overeaters Anonymous and other organisations as we are able. 

• We will work with local businesses and organisations to build a sense of 

neighbourliness and mutual support in the northern part of Dunedin’s CBD. 

• We will continue to connect with the University, Polytechnic, Columba College, 

Otago Girls’ High School and other educational bodies.  

• We will publicise community actions consistent with our vision and mission. 

• We will promote issues of justice and wider concern in the Presbytery and 

Assembly.  

• We will continue to deepen our relationships with people of other faiths. 

5. Selfless generosity 

We want to nourish an unselfish willingness to give in order to make a positive 

difference through Knox Church in the wider community. We will give in ways that 

exceed expectations and extend to unexpected measures. We will thrive as a 

congregation because of extraordinary sharing, willing sacrifice and joyous giving out of 

love for God and neighbour. We will offer our material resources to support causes that 

transform life. Such giving will also help change our lives.  

Why: The biblical notion of stewardship is a broad one; that everything in the world and 

those in it belong to God (Psalm 24). What we receive, therefore, including our gifts, 

talents, and wealth, belongs to God. We are the guardians, managers or stewards of 

what is God’s. We are called to give back what we receive to further God’s purpose in 

the world. 

How:  

• The Church Council and Deacons’ Court will keep strengthening their collaboration 

so the practical outworking of the Knox plan is smoothly executed.  

• The Church Council and Deacons’ Court will continue to find ways for the Knox 
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buildings and land to be developed and used to fulfil Knox’s mission of making real 

God’s realm. 

• The Church Council will establish an annual rhythm of education about stewardship. 

• A task group will be appointed to develop a longer term financial plan and enable 

actions aimed at strengthening Knox’s financial capacity for mission and ministry. 

6. Making Good transitions 

Over the next three years, the ministries of Kerry Enright and Jordan Redding will 

conclude at Knox. Changing and adapting have been required of our tipuna in every 

generation and at times have been performed well. Communities that can adapt to 

change and transition confidently and nimbly are best able to continue thriving and 

growing strongly. Recent transitions in ministry have not been smooth, disheartening 

participation in mission.  

Why: See, I am doing a new thing! Now it springs up; do you not perceive it? I am 

making a way in the wilderness and streams in the wasteland. Isaiah 43:19  

How:  

• We will utilise available channels of communication and engagement to assist in 

providing clarity as to what is being planned and why, and in continuing to provide 

opportunities to receive feedback and input. 

• We will prepare ourselves to enable new ministries to begin strongly, well-resourced 

and with encouragement. 

• We will seek to attend to conflicts about process, roles, theology, style and overall 

approach well before new ministries are contemplated, thus enabling conflict to be 

worked through in a healthy way. 

 

 

 
 

Knox Church Council 2020-2021 

Elders Term (year ordained) Elders Term (year ordained) 
Claire Barton 2017-2023 (2017)  Barry Brown 2018-2024 (1985) 
Lincoln Coe  2019-2022 (2019)  Leigh Haslam 2018-2024 (2018) 
Alisha Jefferis  2020-2023 (2020)  Beulah Leitch 2019-2022 (2019) 
Jamie Marra 2020-2023 (2020)  Patsy Mason 2020-2023 (2020) 
Margot Skinner 2018-2024 (1993)  Alison Tait 2015-2021 (2000) 
Jody Takimoana 2020-2023 (2020)  Rachel Tombs 2017-2023 (2017) 

 

The COVID pandemic with the new Delta variant was the backdrop for our 

congregation’s life over the last year. It raised deep questions of human vulnerability. Its 

unpredictability affected planned initiatives. The value of the disciplines of faith – Bible, 

prayer, worship - has been heightened as people look for older traditions to sustain 

them. We notice too how it has affected people’s patterns of life. For example, following 

the level four restrictions in 2020, many older members of the congregation have not 

resumed worshipping in person. 

The Church Council is starkly aware that Knox needs to move into a season of stable and 

sustained growth in participation. Through all the ministries since that of Reverend 

Knox Church Council Report 
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Storkey in the 1960s, the number of people participating has gradually declined. While 

this is not unusual in congregations like ours, we believe there are steps to be taken to 

enable growth. The Council has been able to draw on congregational studies that show 

what is needed for healthy congregational life. We have sought to apply those 

principles, among other ways, by being intentional about direction as stated in our Knox 

Plan, by communicating using a variety of mechanisms, by seeking to offer lively and 

participatory worship, by diversifying our engagement with the wider community and by 

attending to what we believe God is doing in the world around us.  

Continuing ministries such as the offering of pastoral support, the attention the 

Deacons’ Court gives to the management of property and finance, the teams that look 

after the practical aspects of our life together, home groups and the choir with its 

weekly practices are ways we maintain what is valued, and enable people to participate. 

We thank the many people involved in these and the other parts of our life. 

In noticing trends, two cohorts have continued to stand out. After decades of service, 

some senior members have stepped back from leadership. We have continued to draw 

on their wisdom and support while respecting their hope for others to step forward. 

They remain major contributors to the life of the congregation in many ways. At the 

same time, a cohort of young adults and new participants has developed. That has 

meant the overall number of people participating at Knox has remained largely static 

but the composition of the congregation has shifted. This is a sign of a healthy 

congregation. We experience that health on the Council itself and in the many offers to 

help, the personal stories of growth we are privileged to hear, and groups like the 

children’s choir. 

Younger members have also helped renew our involvement in the Southern Presbytery 

and the General Assembly. However, we have learned that such settings are often tough 

for people who come from congregations like Knox that affirm participation by people 

who identify as LGBTQI and that address social issues like climate change. Those from 

Knox involved in the wider church have needed our encouragement as we contribute 

our perspectives to the wider Presbyterian movement. 

The Council has sought to respond to congregational shifts by making room for people 

to do things differently. Giving freedom and space for initiatives and then supporting 

them with enthusiasm and resourcing has been a part of our leadership. We realise 

there are risks and we have made mistakes. Sometimes steps we take are initially untidy 

and unsettling. Often we have been pleasantly surprised by the outcome, such as 

occurred with online worship. 

Looking ahead, Kerry’s study leave is leading us to reflect on how our congregational life 

can be more grounded in Aotearoa. In terms of engaging the wider community, we want 

to keep improving our use of electronic media. This includes by improving our website, 

expanding our social media presence and live-streaming our worship. Based on our 

experience of many decades, and on our experience of having Jordan as Associate 

Minister, we believe we need a ministry team of complementary gifts if we are to do 

more than gradually decline in numbers. Securing sustainable financial resourcing for 

such a team is a high priority. 
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We end by expressing again appreciation for our ministry team of Kerry and Jordan, 

their leadership, competence, creativity and enthusiasm. They work well together and 

have complementary gifts. The advent of a half-time Associate Minister has enabled 

more attentive outreach to young adults and young families. 

We are thankful too for the marvellous service of our employees, Karen Knudson as 

organist and choir director,   Jacqui Carroll as the Knox Church office secretary and Les 

Carse as facilities officer. We are thankful for the work Sara Brown does with the junior 

choir and those who have played the organ during services. We are grateful to the 

Reverend Peg Pfab who has helped greatly in refreshing our pastoral care network that 

was affected by the pandemic. 

My term on the Church Council is ending. My personal view is that over those six years I 

have seen a very positive evolution in the Council. Our basic processes have settled. 

Communication has improved. Contributions in our meetings have been forthright and 

respectful. People have readily stepped forward to take up roles. The diversity has 

awakened us to new perspectives. We have sought to name and attend to the most 

difficult challenges Knox faces. I am grateful for having been able to serve ,and sad that I 

am leaving a lively and encouraging team of people. 

Adapting a passage in Ephesians: May God grant that we be strengthened in our inner 

being with power through the Spirit and that Christ may dwell in our hearts through 

faith, as we are being rooted and grounded in love, that we may know the love of Christ 

and be filled with all the fullness of God. (Eph 3:16ff) 
 

Alison Tait, Council Clerk  

 

 

Pastoral Care 

Early in 2021, Melville Carr, Patti Matheson and Jill Rutherford, Pastoral Area Conveners, 

signalled that they wished to step back from their roles as conveners. Around the same 

time, the Reverend Peg Pfab, a retired minister from the United States, indicated to the 

Church Council that as she was going to be in New Zealand for a period, she was 

available to assist in any way Council thought might be helpful. The Council recognised 

that the pastoral care system needed refreshing because since the restrictions caused 

by the Pandemic, visitors were not able to contact people in the way that previously 

happened. Peg agreed to lead the refreshing of our pastoral care system. She has done 

this extremely well. She met with the conveners and they drew up a list of possible 

visitors. Over 25 visitors were recruited. Peg has been keeping in contact with them and 

they have met monthly. As well, we have been working through our pastoral roll again 

and clarifying where people see themselves in relation to Knox Church. There is still 

work to do, especially in finding and appointing a team of people to lead the offering of 

pastoral care. However, there has been significant progress and a positive spirit among 

those involved. We express our deep appreciation to all those who have helped us make 

so much progress in offering pastoral care in the congregation. Although they have not 

formally stepped back yet, we are also deeply grateful to Melville, Patti and Jill for the 

sterling work they have undertaken over many years. 
 

Peg Pfab and Kerry Enright 
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Wider church 

This year, the Church Council has been actively engaged with Presbytery, Synod and 

Assembly. Rachel Tombs resigned from membership of the Presbytery Council, the 

executive body that exercises Presbytery functions between the Presbytery meetings. At 

the Synod AGM, Knox representatives raised questions about the new Synod 

constitution and were assured church councils would be fully consulted in taking 

forward that constitution. At the Presbytery meeting mid-2021, Knox Church Council 

presented three proposals to go forward to Assembly. Two were supported. The 

Presbytery declined to forward the third proposal, with Council subsequently appealing 

that decision. An Assembly Judicial Commission allowed our appeal and that proposal 

will be considered by the Assembly at its special meeting after Easter in 2022. The 

Council also raised with Presbytery a concern about how our commissioners, especially 

Jordan, were treated at the meeting. The Presbytery is giving this concern some 

consideration.  
 

One of our members, the Reverend Anne Thomson, is Moderator of Presbytery. In 

relation to Assembly, one of our members, Heather McKenzie serves as Deputy Clerk 

and as secretary for some committees. Kerry serves on the Assembly Book of Order 

Advisory Committee, Mavis Duncanson is on the Executive of Presbyterian Women 

Aotearoa New Zealand, and Jill Rutherford serves on the Presbyterian-Roman Catholic 

Dialogue. Council members, ministers and members of the congregation who are 

actively participating in these wider church roles and events, could not do so without 

the strong support and input from colleagues and those in the wider congregation who 

offer so much. We are aware of and grateful for what Knox and our people can and do 

contribute to the wider church and NZ. 
 

Lincoln Coe, Presbytery Elder  

 

 

Authentic Worship 

Worship is core to our congregation’s life. In worship, in union with Christ, we offer up 

our lives as a sacrifice of praise. In worship, God shares with us God’s own life, inviting 

grateful participation in that life. In the rhythm of Approach, Word and Response, we 

are formed together to participate in the reign of God. The nature of our worship is 

shaped by three interacting factors: the world-wide Church’s embodied theology and 

heritage of worship, the patterns of our society’s cultural interactions, and the living 

faith of the congregation. All factors evolve. Looking sideways in the world-wide church, 

we see the elements of the classic format we use at Knox being filled with a wide variety 

of content. In relation to the second factor, the way New Zealanders interact continues 

to change. The inclination towards greater informality is noticeable. There is greater use 

of te reo Maori. Many gatherings are becoming more interactive and participatory. 

Styles of music continue to diversify. Social media is prominent. Events have become 

more accessible through online facilities. As more is available online, people are 

accessing a wider variety of worship and teaching and becoming more aware of what is 

possible. There is more choice. The number of cafes has multiplied. Children are more 

often included. In response to what some feel is superficial, there is a turning to older 

practices that affirm mystery and deeper beauty. All of these factors bear on how 
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services are shaped.  

The COVID pandemic has prompted us to review practices that involve touching, such as 

how we serve Communion, pass the peace and make our monetary offering. Our 

services continue to use the classic pattern with creative variety. The Ministers have 

responsibility for crafting worship week by week. There is consultation with musicians. 

We have affirmed the need for the Worship Committee to meet at least quarterly to 

continue to help the Ministers plan ahead and to nourish a culture of consultation. We 

are looking to make it easier for visiting ministers to lead worship. 

One feature of Knox is our partnerships. Our largest service of the year is with Otago 

Girls’ High School. The exuberance and excellence of the event is always inspiring. That 

service has led to warm contacts with staff, pupils and former pupils. Columba College 

also values collaborating with us. As well, we continue to serve through hosting 

weddings and funerals of people beyond the congregation. Christmas Eve draws a 

brilliant diversity of people, most not members of the congregation. 

Many people make this possible - our organist and choir director and deputy, Karen and 

Peter, the Junior Choir leader Sara, and other musicians who contribute; the people who 

arrange flowers, organise support, readers and pray-ers; producers of the orders of 

service, power-points, sound operators; welcomers and morning tea hosts, communion 

preparers, counters of the offering; ministers who mull over scripture and listen for a 

Word and communicate that Word. And our congregation who come anticipating God 

will meet them through it all. 
 

Kerry Enright 

 

 

Evening service 

Some initial experimentation and the disruptions of a pandemic have meant the evening 

service at Knox hasn’t been particularly settled for the past year. Despite the flux, a 

remarkably stable and wonderfully eclectic congregation is beginning to develop. One of 

my hopes for the evening service is that it will grow a congregational life distinct from 

the morning congregation; or to put it differently, that it will become a diverse 

community of people committed to worshipping together, caring for one another, and 

serving one another through their unique gifts and contributions. 

There has been some numerical growth. However, this is not the only or even the key 

marker of success. A small, dedicated community can provide a nourishing environment 

for faith and discipleship — perhaps even better than a larger community. We are 

blessed to have the beginnings of a core community which gathers to eat and worship 

together. The worship is developing a distinct flavour, integrating contemplation, 

tradition, and innovation. Many have served generously in preparing food, prayers, 

music, words, and more. 

A few highlights: 

● Prior to the national elections, the “Political Faith” series, featuring interviews with 

former Green Party co-leader Metiria Turei, Mayor Aaron Hawkins, Prof. Mavis 

Duncanson, and ethicist Simon Walker. 
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● Advent, which included “Journey to Bethlehem” prayer stations, an Advent 

Processional service, a Nine Lessons and Carols Service, and a service featuring the 

RSA Choir. We worked both our choirs hard, and they enriched evening worship so 

much over this period. 

● The Lent series, in which we used the story of Jonah as a lens for understanding the 

cross. 

● The Easter series “Swallowed Up By Life”, in which we used 2 Corinthians 4 and 5 to 

explore the meaning of the resurrection today. 

● The “Following the Red Thread” Pentecost series, in which we celebrated stories 

from Knox’s past. 

● A mini-series led by Reverend Barry Kelk and Kerry Crosland, in which we heard 

about Knox’s flirtation with the charismatic renewal! 
 

Jordan Redding 

 

 

Choir  

While Knox services resumed after lockdown on 14 June, the Choir waited until we 

moved to Alert Level 1, returning on 21 June 2020. During August - September soloists 

provided the music at morning and evening services. Our thanks to Alex McAdam, Jesse 

Hanan (August 16), Sarah Hubbard, Kieran Kelly (August 23), Calla Knudson-Hollebon, 

Alex McAdam (August 30), Ralph Miller/trumpet (September 4). On 13 September the 

choir returned following the school holidays. As always the choir was kept busy 

preparing for services leading up to Christmas. These were Advent Processional carols - 

a special service of carols featuring Brass and the Knox Children’s Choir on 6 December, 

Nine Lessons and Carols on 13 December, and Stations of Advent on 2 December where 

the choir and organists provided background music in the church. On 18 December the 

Knox Children’s Choir presented a short recital at the Dunedin Public art Gallery. 2021 

dawned full of promise with a feeling of normality. Services of special note were: 

• 7 February at 10 am featured John McAdam (horn) with the choir presenting music 

by NZ composers including Psalm 23 by David Childs. The 7 pm service featured the 

45 voices of the RSA choir singing NZ music, with Ralph Miller (trumpet). 

• 14 February the men of the choir, with Jesse Hanan as soloist and Carolyn Schmidt 

and Peter Stockwell (organists) provided the music for the evening service.  

• 21 February the Knox Children’s Choir sang with the choir at the 10am service, and 

have continued to do that monthly during this year. 

• 28 March at 7pm the choir presented a special service of music and readings for 

Lent, with guest organist Johnny Mottershead. 

• 16 May at 10am featured a guest choir from Logan Park High School combined with 

the Knox Choir, conducted by Sara Brown. Music included Jesu Joy/ Bach and the 

Spiritual "Hear Me, My Redeemer" with Greer Brittenden as soloist. 

• 30 May at 10am the choir sang "Aramoana Christ", a poem by Peter Matheson, with 

music by Karen Knudson. 

We thank Rhys Thorn for the work he continues to do with the Knox music library. 
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Reflections on 2020-2021 would include the work Sara Brown does with the re-launched 

Knox Children’s choir, with a core group of 23 young people on the choir roll. In addition 

to singing at the morning service once a month the children are working through the 

RSCM chorister training programme. Six are sitting their Grade 1 Trinity College singing 

examinations in 2021 and two are learning organ from Karen Knudson. The children 

bring a vitality and enthusiasm to worship, contributing to the character of Knox and 

adding to the experience and spirit of older members. We are grateful for the support 

given to the choir by the children’s parents and caregivers and by members of the 

congregation who provide food every Wednesday for the children 

Choirs need a supply of fresh, new voices to become part of the next generation of 

singers. It is vital to invest in that living tradition. The chorister tradition is a living one, 

valued across the world. But like anything, if you take it for granted it will wither and fall 

away. 

Karen Knudson, Choir Director and Organist  

 

 

Friends of Choir  

Committee: Carolyn Richardson and Lee Somerville (Co-Convenors), Karen Knudson 

(Choir Director), Glyn Smith. Geoff Swift, Anna Togneri. Sara Brown (ex officio). The 

purpose of this committee is to provide support and assistance to the Choir Director, to 

the Choir, and to the Children’s Choir. 2020 began with great enthusiasm and plans, but 

then Covid 19 struck, and since then the Committee has been in hibernation. Fast 

forward, and planning is afoot for a September concert to showcase the choir and the 

individual and collective talents. 
 

Carolyn Richardson and Lee Somerville, Co-Convenors 

 

 

Intentional Faith Development 

 

Education: This year has seen a shift in the way we organise the educational and 

formational aspects of our life. The Education Committee was thanked and discharged, 

at least in the meantime, with its main areas of responsibility being overseen directly by 

the Associate Minister. As some of our ministries have gotten smaller, it made sense to 

invest in the building of collaborative ministry on the ground. For instance, we now have 

a dedicated and well-functioning children’s ministry team. The Associate Minister, with 

the support of Council, works closely with the children’s ministry team, youth ministry 

team, young adults’ group, and small group leaders. It has been a pleasure to invest in 

these central aspects of our communal life and personal growth. 

 

Children’s and Families Ministry: The Children’s Ministry continues to consolidate and 

grow. We have a small but dedicated number of families, who form the beating heart of 

the ministry. They are our taonga. While the numbers of children at Sunday morning 

worship fluctuate a lot, I feel confident that on the whole we are growing, with a couple 

of new families connecting with us in the past few months. The Children’s Ministry is 

served by a highly capable team consisting of Idoya Munn, Indira Venkatraman, 
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Mayhaka Mendes, Anna High, Kirsteen McLay, Peg Pfab, So’o Pala’amo, Sara Brown and 

Mavis Duncanson. We have had two planning days, which included reflection and 

discussion as well as ethics training. Mayhaka, Indie, So’o and I also attended the SUNZ 

“Woven in Faith Conference” in Mosgiel. I am thankful for our Child Protection Officer, 

Janet Sim-Elder, who is astute in ensuring we follow best practice. 

The Children’s Choir continues to thrive. Thank you to Sara Brown, Karen Knudson, and 

all those who support the Children’s Choir behind the scenes. The choir is a great way to 

engage with and serve the wider community. As Sara continues to remind me, the 

children feel comfortable at Knox. It is their space, which is something to celebrate given 

that many do not come from faith backgrounds. Their monthly contribution to our 

worshipping life is enlivening and joyous. I suspect that we receive more from them than 

they receive from us! 

A highlight was the Matariki Candlelight Story Evening. We had close to thirty children 

come along. After an exciting game of spotlight in the dark church, we had stories, pizza, 

and hot chocolate. Let’s hope this becomes a tradition! Les Carse, our Facilities Officer, 

has done a fantastic job of redecorating the children’s ministry room, making it a very 

inviting and warm space. Unfortunately, we continue to be beleaguered by water-

leakage issues… such are the realities of inhabiting a beautiful, historic building! 
 

Cradle roll: The Cradle Roll is made up of babies and young children who have been 

baptised at Knox. Patti Matheson has looked after these little ones until they are old 

enough to enter the children’s ministry. The children are given a small gift and the 

anniversary of their baptism is acknowledged by a card from the congregation. There 

are currently three children on the Cradle Roll. Patti has asked to step back as convener 

and we want to thank her very much indeed for decades of service. It has been a 

remarkable commitment. 

 

Youth Ministry: Thank you to Vanessa Sinclair, Ollie Alexander, Wendy Gunn, Janet Sim-

Elder, Daniel Cocker, and David Chew for making up our youth ministry team this year. 

The youth group has been small but with regular attendance from two or three. The 

context has been quite difficult, with a handful of youth nearing the end of high school 

while a number of others are just beginning. However, despite these challenges, the 

group has had some deep and engaged conversations about faith during Sunday 

morning worship. A couple of highlights included a dinner and board games night as well 

as the Matariki candlelight story evening. A few of our youth helped provide leadership 

at this latter event. This year, Jack Hanan graduated from secondary school and began 

tertiary study at the University of Otago. We marked the transition during a service at 

the beginning of the year and wish him well as he begins this new exciting chapter. The 

year to come is a bit uncertain for our youth ministry. For various reasons, Wendy, 

Janet, Daniel, and David, have all needed to step back from their involvement for the 

time being. Vanessa and Ollie are in the process of revisiting what youth ministry will 

look like for the next chapter. 

 

Young adults: The young adults’ group has met sporadically for Bible study, prayer, and 

friendship. We have some avid board gamers within the group, so the odd “Games 

Night” has also become a staple in the calendar. Many of the young adults are well 
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integrated in all aspects of Knox’s life, from Council, welcoming, and serving morning 

tea, to preaching, scripting liturgy, and marching for the climate. 

 

Small groups and adult formation: Besides the young adults’ group, we have two 

ongoing small groups at Knox. Peter Wishart has stepped back from leadership of his 

group after a number of years of dedicated service. Liz Miller, Howard Smith, and 

Suzanne Bishop have taken over leadership of the group, which provides pastoral care 

to those who attend. The group has spent much time discussing contemporary issues in 

conversation with the Bible. Another “Highgate-based” group has met sporadically for 

support, prayer, and bible study. Over Lent, a couple of other small groups formed as 

the congregation worked through a study series on Prayer. The studies had a dual focus 

of sharing personal experiences of prayer and discussing the theology of prayer. The 

Lent studies continue to be a highlight as we go deeper together. The Advent week-long 

prayer retreat with Holy Name Catholic Church and All Saints Anglican Church also went 

ahead again, providing an oasis amid the pre-Christmas rush. It is remarkable how 

quickly intimacy develops with a group of strangers. 
 

Jordan Redding  

 

 

Radical Hospitality 
 

Caring Community  

The Knox Plan states that as a congregation we believe we are called to be a community 

that values “love and hospitality” and “diversity and inclusiveness”. In helping Knox live 

those values, the role of the committee is to arrange social activities that bring people 

together, and through individual contact with those who are no longer able to come to 

the Church for fellowship. Our activities in the past year have been affected at times by 

Covid restrictions but we have been able to maintain contact with parishioners through 

several events.  

In December 2020 some beautiful bouquets of flowers were delivered in person to some 

of our less mobile congregation members, and in July 2021 we did a similar delivery of 

small packages of biscuits to mark the season of Matariki. We are very grateful to those 

who provided flowers from their gardens and produced delicious baked goods, and to 

those who took them to our Church friends. The Knox High Tea in April 2021 gave us the 

opportunity to bring out our best china and entertain some of the older congregation 

members at an elegant afternoon tea party. They enjoyed a happy, chatty time 

together. At the beginning of 2021, we held a welcome BBQ to help people meet each 

other. The 160th birthday celebration of the congregation was postponed last year as a 

result of Covid restrictions but in May this year we marked the occasion with a pot-luck 

lunch after morning worship, where Peter Matheson spoke about some of our history. 

In addition to these special events there are many other regular activities that bring us 

together for friendship and which enable us to support each other in times of stress, 

sadness and happiness. We express our gratitude to the many people who contribute so 

willingly and generously, offering their time and talents in so many ways. The weekly 

Sunday morning teas and evening suppers are a vital part of our fellowship. There are 
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always willing helpers to assist with refreshments at funerals, ordinations and annual 

meetings. We appreciate the work of those who co-ordinate the Eating Together and 

Walking Together activities which offer valuable opportunities for socialising. Our small 

committee is aware that this important aspect of our life can only happen with the 

involvement of many others, and we sincerely appreciate the efforts of all who 

contribute to this work. We are always happy to receive ideas from the congregation so 

that we can respond appropriately to their needs. 

Marion Christie, Convenor 

 

 

Risk-taking Mission and Service 
 

Outreach Committee  

The Outreach Committee has been meeting monthly and has been generously hosted by 

Peg Pfab. The focus of our group is the “risk taking mission” part of the Knox Plan. In the 

context of global and local uncertainty, climate crisis, increasing inequality and the 

impact of COVID-19, we meet over a cup of tea and find there is much work to be done, 

all plausibly defined as outreach. Recently we have been taking a breath and 

concentrating on the many wonderful resources we have as a congregation to do this 

work, and how we might do it in manageable pieces. At what can feel like an upside 

down time we are still called to mission. We are discovering ways to take risks and seek 

justice, which also allow us to enjoy the process and take it slowly when needed. Part of 

this has been about opening the invitation to be involved to anyone who is interested. In 

June and July we held open meetings which focused on homelessness. It has been great 

to connect with others keen to take action on this issue. We will continue to work 

towards a flexible, inclusive and sustainable way of being as an outreach committee. 

 

Members Sincere thanks to Jill Rutherford and Ben Tombs who have concluded their 

time on the committee. Jill has been a member of the committee for a number of years, 

and throughout this time has made an enormous contribution with her careful editorial 

skills and trademark loving enthusiasm. Similarly, Ben has served on the committee for 

years and has brought connections with the university, philosophical depth to questions 

of climate care, and a fine sense of humour. We thank them both for sharing their gifts. 

Warren Jowett concluded his term as convener in June of this year. Warren is a legend 

for convening such a wonderful and lively outreach team and managing the wide range 

of items which fall under the outreach umbrella. All with a smile on his face. Thank you 

Warren! Since June I have been convening outreach in the interim. The current 

members of the committee are Alva Feldmeier, Warren Jowett, Peter Matheson,  

Peg Pfab, Jody Takimoana, Rachel Tombs, Indira Venkatraman. 

 

The Banner Project The intention is to slowly enliven the banners which we have on 

display at church with a couple of new banners from upcycled materials. Alva Feldmeier, 

Hayley Rata Heyes and Jill Rutherford created a wonderful design for a banner titled: 

“Called to Care: What On God’s Green Earth Are We Doing...?” Currently the project is 

on pause, however we are very grateful to the group for the work and energy that has 

gone in to date. Fairtrade Sunday on the 14th May included a fair-trade stall with goods 

for sale and information about the fair-trade movement available. Thank you to Janet 
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Sim Elder and Janet Wishart. Homelessness Our last two meetings have focused on 

homelessness following wider church discussion on this topic. We have agreed to move 

forward with a dual approach, organising political advocacy and practical help. We were 

disturbed by the number of empty homes in the country and thought this was an area 

where we could focus our advocacy. In terms of practical help, at the end of September 

we will be volunteering as collectors for the annual night shelter street appeal. These 

are some initial steps for us and we encourage those in the congregation with ideas, 

energy and relevant networks to join our open meetings or get in touch. 

 

Community Refugee Sponsorship A couple of outreach members attended a meeting 

about Community Refugee Sponsorship. This is a program where community 

organisations can volunteer to welcome a refugee family in addition to what the 

government currently offers through the quota system. This is something Outreach is 

keen for the congregation to support through a team of committed volunteers, either 

forming our own team or joining with another organisation's existing team.  

While not necessarily the work of the Committee, Knox has made formal submissions to 

the Climate Change Commission, and the Knox Church Council made a parliamentary 

submission regarding the Conversion Practices Prohibition Legislation Bill. Thank you to 

those who have been involved in Outreach this year in so many ways. 
 

Rachel Tombs, (Interim Convener)  

 

 

 
 

The primary purpose of the Committee is to oversee personnel and health and safety 

matters relating to employment. The Personnel Committee is a joint committee of 

Council and the Deacons’ Court. According to the Book of Order, the Church Council is 

responsible for employment matters relating to non-administrative staff and the 

Deacons’ Court has the same responsibility for administrative staff. The Committee 

seeks to bring expertise and a consistent approach to employment. Members comprise 

Linda Holloway, Liz Miller, Paul Crack, and myself with the Ministers as ex officio 

members. David Crerar was convener up to the time he moved to Christchurch early in 

2021. We record our gratitude to David for bringing his experience and legal knowledge 

to employment matters. No staff changes have occurred during the year – the 

committee’s main focus has been on communicating our support for our valued 

employees, who help us all share in mission and ministry at Knox Church. 
 

Margot Skinner, Convenor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personnel Committee 
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Deacons’ Court 2020-2021 
Deacon Term 

(year ordained) 
Deacon Term 

(year ordained) 
Suzanne Bishop Open term (2000) Paul Crack Open term (1990) 

Phillipa Crack Open term (1990) Tony Haslam  Open term (2015) 

Liz Miller  Open term (2015) Lee Somerville  2019-2022 (2019) 

Geoff Swift  2019 – 2022 (2014) Janice Tofia  Open term (1988)  
 

In 2020, the Deacons’ Court of Knox Church farewelled two long standing members. 

Lindsay Miller retired at the October meeting after a period of leave due to ill health, 

and Chris Bloore retired at the Church AGM. Both Lindsay and Chris have worked 

tirelessly for Knox, and their expertise and willingness to paint, direct, create, invent and 

repair will be sadly missed. They leave enormous shoes to fill. 

Deacons’ Court has oversight of the finances and property of Knox Church. It is a team, a 

cohesive group of deacons who, by respectful discussion and consensus, endeavour to 

find solutions to matters in these domains. We each have different skills and interests, 

the sum of which makes Deacons’ Court work successfully. We also have a pool of 

institutional knowledge, of what building and repair has been undertaken in the past, 

what schemes have been tried both successfully and less successfully, which tradesman 

have been employed and hence know the building complex, who to ask for advice. 

The major work of Deacons’ Court is undertaken by two committees, the Finance 

Committee, chaired by Tony Haslam, and the Property and Grounds Committee. Both 

Lindsay and Chris suffered major health issues in their time as property convener. It is 

not a requirement of the responsibility of this position to be the “fix-it” person. The 

ongoing responsibilities of the Property and Grounds Committee are now spread more 

widely among all members, each of whom takes responsibility for one area. The 

chairperson of Deacons’ Court facilitates this structure. Les Carse is employed on a part-

time basis as the Facilities Officer. 

Deacons’ Court agreed to provide Knox Ministry with a sustainable revenue stream in 

the form of a premium rental property by means of renovating the previous Church 

Officer’s flat. Tenants moved into the Knox Apartment in November 2020. Project 

manager Paul Crack conservatively estimates the labour contributed by Knox deacons 

and supporters in undertaking this work at 900 hours. When applying for Synod or 

community funding, these hours are valued at $10/h as evidence of church support. We 

have had an ongoing struggle, still unresolved, with Chorus, to connect the apartment 

(449 A George St) to the internet. The Church Officer previously used the Knox Church 

network (449 George St), but this is not appropriate for the tenants’ use. 

Herron Hall can no longer be used because of the noise generated there in relation to 

the apartment. It is not just a matter of soundproofing the common wall because the 

noise escapes through the windows.  

Two of the carparks behind the Gathering Area have been leased during working hours 

at the same rate as the rate charged to tenants by the Wilson’s carpark. This provides a 

further consistent income stream.  

Deacons Court of Knox Church Report  
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An inspection of the Rata tree in December showed existing damage to a main trunk had 

worsened, meaning it was a public risk requiring immediate remedy. Deacons’ Court 

was told by the DCC to apply for resource consent for this work to be undertaken. Delta 

then came onto our grounds and both trimmed branches and built two wood supports. 

This entire process took 7 days, from notification on a Friday to work completion the 

following Friday. Our thanks to Paul Crack for his valuable liaison with the DCC. 

The stove moved from the Church Officer’s flat and at present in storage is planned to 

be installed in the Matheson Room. This will make the Matheson Room more attractive 

to tenants and groups wishing to hire it for functions. All due processes will be followed 

in this procedure, including venting to the outside. 

There are two ongoing insurance matters still unresolved from incidents occurring 

within two days in May. A private vehicle veered off Pitt Street and mostly destroyed the 

church boundary fence behind Knox Halls, and a kitchenette leak in Room 5, resulted in 

water flooding the lower corridor and entering Room 4 and the Minister’s Office as well 

as Room 5.  

Separately, during a recent heavy rain event, water got into the Knox Halls causing 

damage especially to lower offices and rooms, along with the Knox Apartment. This 

issue has occurred with alarming regularity over many years. A recent survey of the 

Knox Halls showed a range of contributing factors, including roof overflows, gutter 

sumps, deteriorated outlet seals, and gutters being blocked by leaves. Remedial work 

has been undertaken. 

I would like to thank the Deacons: Suzanne Bishop (Clerk); Tony Haslam (Chair of the 

Finance Committee); Janice Tofia (Treasurer); Paul Crack, Phillipa Crack, Lee Somerville 

and Geoff Swift (Property and Grounds Committee) and Kerry Enright for their 

commitment and support during this year. 
 

Liz Miller, Chair, Deacons’ Court 
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Statement of Financial Performance - for the year ended 30 June 2021 

 

N.B The 2020 surplus above includes $101,000 revaluation of property 

  

Knox Church - Financial Statements  
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Statement of Cash Flows - for the year ended 30 June 2021 
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Statement of Accounting Policies 
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Notes to the Performance Report - for the year ended 30 June 2021 
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A legacy of $2,000 was received, but there was a $1,660 write-down this year in the 

value of units held in the New Zealand Mortgage Income Trust. Together with interest 

income of $347 this brought the net income to $637. No distribution of funds to Knox 

Church has been made. The net surplus of $637 was added to the capital account 

bringing it to $174,476 ($173,389 last year). The Knox Church Foundation Trustees are 

the Reverend Dr Kerry Enright, Dr C G Bloore (Chairperson), Mr D Crerar (secretary), Mr 

D Hanan, Mr A Haslam (treasurer), Dr A High and Ms A Tait. The Knox Church 

Foundation accounts are audited every second year. The 2020-2021 Foundation 

accounts will be audited by Audit Professionals. The Foundation continues to meet the 

requirements of the Charities Act and retains its Charities Commission certificate. 

Chris Bloore, Convenor 

 

 

 
 

Statement of Financial Performance - for the year ended 30 June 2021 

 
  

Knox Church Foundation 

Knox Church Foundation - Financial Statements 
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Statement of Financial Position - as at 30 June 2021 
 

 
 

Statement of Cash Flows - for the year ended 30 June 2021 
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Notes to Performance Report - for the year ended 30 June 2021 
 

Note: 1: Analysis of Review 

 
 

Note 2: Analysis of Expenses 

 
 
Note 3: Analysis of Assets and Liabilities 

 
 

Note 4: Accumulated Funds 
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Chris Bloore 1980 Melville Carr 1960 

Bill Cowan 1981 John Elder  1977 

Sandra Goodchild  1993 Dirk Gootjes 1980 

Vivienne Graham 1990 Lyndall Hancock 1974 

Annette Hannah 2010 Pat Hoffman 2011 
Errol Holland  1971 Linda Holloway  1987 

Lain McIlvanney  2011 David Mann  1988 

John Matheson  1997 Patti Matheson 1997 
Carolyn Richardson 2003 David Richardson 1974 

Don Shaw 2003 Helen Shaw 1974 

Janet Sim Elder 1985 David Skegg 1980 

Royden Somerville  1985 Lee Somerville 1990 

 Geoff Swift  2008 Anna Tarbotton 2015 

Rosemary Tarbotton 2000 Helen Thew  1993 

Ian Thomson 1982 Anna Togneri 2015 
Gerald Wilson 1965 Warren Jowett 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

Non-Ruling Elders and Year of Ordination 

 

Ann Cameron 

George Petersen  

Nigel McPherson  
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Committee Membership 2020-2021 

Worship 

Kerry Enright (Acting Convenor), Jordan Redding, Karen Knudson, Peter Stockwell, 

Beulah Dunstone Leitch, Claire Barton  

  

Caring Community  

Marion Christie (Convenor from August 2021), Kerry Enright, Patsy Mason,  

Elizabeth Matthews, Lyn Revie 

 

Friends of Choir 

Carolyn Richardson, Lee Somerville (Co convenors), Karen Knudson, Glyn Smith,  

Geoff Swift, Anna Togneri, Sara Brown (ex officio)  

 

Outreach 

Rachel Tombs (Interim Convenor), Alva Feldmeier, Warren Jowett, Peter Matheson, 

Peg Pfab 
 

Janet Sim Elder (Trade Aid) 
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Over the years, Knox Church has been helped considerably by the 

thoughtful legacies of Christian people, helping Knox continue its 

mission in the Dunedin Community. Your gift or legacy would help. 

Here is a form of bequest that could be included in your Will. Your 

support for Knox would be deeply appreciated. 

 

FORM OF BEQUEST 

 

I, ..................................................................................... 

 

................................................................................. 

GIVE AND BEQUEATH to the DEACONS COURT OF KNOX CHURCH, 

DUNEDIN (INCORPORATED) the sum of 

 

$.................................., for the general purposes of Knox Church, 

Dunedin and I declare that the receipt of the General Treasurer for 

the time being at Dunedin shall be a discharge for the legacy. 

 

Knox Church Dunedin is a registered charity #CC52318 

 

 


